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(Jigme

He is everything for us.

ivuiU-ij&^jtyttu^^ufa

■£tffse,fojj

A Muslim girl from Patna appeared for the Bihar Public Service

Commission examination for a post in Ayurvedic system and topped

the list. All the examiners which included Ayurvedic experts judged

her to be the best candidate. She could, with great fluency, cite vedic

slokas which surprised everyone.
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(W.Edwards Deming)J^j^ fifod

(statistician) &\J?/[&f\>J\s~l<J

^^

He taught Japanese how to use statistical methods to discover the cause

of product defects, instead of relying only on inspections.

r (Deming Prize)
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(god of quality control)

(counter-productive) L^l>^^i(L
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Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

&$ (Swissair Gazette) JJ^J^

(global telephone) (jJ^^^^^lX^I-I^V^^^^Ut

4j&

Another 10 minutes and you'll be at the Hilton singing in the shower.

(new commer)
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South Africa's last white parliament voted by 237 to 45 to adopt an

interim constitution leading to majority rule after all-race elections

next April.
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So it is business or pleasure.

4
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COUNCIL ON ISLAMIC EDUCATION Teaching About Islam in the Public School Classroom

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

Muslim Populations

According to U.S. Census Bureau records, the total population of

theworldis fiveandahalf billion people. Overtwentypercent(over

one billion) of these five billion are Muslims. Furthermore,

Muslims live in all parts of the world, including Asia, Africa, the

Middle East, SoutheastAsia, Australia, Europe, andtheAmericas.

The following chart lists the populations of Muslims in various

regions of the world.

India/Pakistan

Africa

Arab countries

Southeast Asia

Europe

Iran

Central Asia

China

Afghanistan

North America

South America

Australia

Worldwide

Sources H993V.

250-300 million

200 million

180 million

170 million

65 million

50 million

50 million

50 million

15 million

6 million

3 million

1 million

over 1 billion

American Muslim Council, Washington, DC.

Islamic Affairs Dept, Embassy of Saudi Arabia, Washington, DC.

World Almanac

66 + g-|2 Informational Handouts
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New buses in America, such as this one in Portland, must be equipped

to accommodate wheelchair-bound passengers.

>v (Disabilities Act)
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(paranoic character) SJ^^VA^iflf^y-ljtX^Jfa-sjjj/
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(Andrew Ward^^/j^^j^J^^

(The Orange Crescent) ^b^^^J^^

IjUJj^j

When I asked Hindus how, specifically they had suffered at the hands

of their Muslim neighbours, they reverted to nation alist abstractions

and reduced their own experiences with the nice Muslim family next

door to insignificant exceptions to the general rule.

How to present Islam : A rational approach
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This is hardest of the struggles (jihad), that is,to implement the rule

of God on earth.

^

(disinformation) i^
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(Buena Park Hotel) ty
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It is because of people like you, that Islam keeps growing.
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^iJ^tJWl/^L

ijJ^u^^Jnij^Jdp^'i^

Prophet Muhammad was not an intellectual.

(banquet)
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(pleasant surprise) ^
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If I had more time, I would have written even shorter letters

}J\L (The Minaret)»jjj> 'tf'jA

^I'jyiOO^jLj^ii

j£~/d^\/£\y/u/j/^6^&^
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(War)

Muslim-led forces fight to win back lost territory.

Muslim leader criticized schools' anti-scarf rules.

liftvuJ&^utlJsi/y&Uvjy

J&tl<Ctti?&t<Lu:J$e(' (disinformation) tM^lA^
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 27, 1993

Dr. Ghulam Nabi Fai

Executive Director

Kashmiri-American Council

Suite 1100

733 15th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Ghulam:

Thank you so much for your kind words about

my recent speech to the United Nations General

Assembly.

I share your belief that, in order to face the

dilemmas of a post-Cold War global landscape, we
all must look closely at our policies with regard

to human rights. I am confident that we can bring

about changes that are consistent with what the

U.N. founders envisioned.

I look forward to working with you and others

to help bring peace to Kashmir, and I appreciate

your input.

Sincerely,

I jUA
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(What is Islam)

Why is it that the whole of the world is against Islam.
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(politico-socio-economic system)

4^J^^}
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While most Americans are under the impression that Muslim wives

are oppressed, Mirza said, she hasn't found that to be true. "It's just

a different division. Outside the home, my husband's the boss. But

in my house, I'm the boss."

Oppression in India : A Case Study of Human Rights Violations
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Muslim countries do not care about their Indian Muslim

brothers as they should.
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(Robert Crane) &J/S

CUrke>

It is time that America should send a Muslim Ambassador

to a Muslim country.
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Islam : beliefs and teachings (1987)

Religion and politics are one and the same in Islam.

They are intertwined, (p. 177)
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Islam is not a religion as is the case with western religions. It is a

total way of life, and has complete systems for mankind. This means

that there is no separation between state and religion, (p. 41)
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American Federation of Muslims from India,

29008-W, 8 Mile Road, Farmington, Michigan 48336

tF
Hie Role of Muslims in the socio-economic development of India
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Many religious experts say Islam is the fastest-growing

faith in the United States.

(Orange County)

I am proud to be a Muslim-American.
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Ayodhya in American Press

The news dealing with India in general and Hindus in particular is, more

often than not, misrepresented and misinterpreted in American press.

Consistently the New York Times had been describing the disputed

structure as mosque.
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(disinformation)

A smart enemy is better than a foolish friend (Muslim leadership is.

also partly responsible)

y44W^^
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Omar Ibo Kbuub Mm«m, to U» Angcta, America.
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I am proud to be an American Muslim. This is our country and we must

love this country. Only then, Insha Allah, Islam will spread in America.

Y

^
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(Our Times) JVj^if^^J^j^f^
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(fierce battles)O^J'J

10,000 flee fierce Afghan factional strife.
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^&Lty/^4 try.
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Why did the Kuffar not like Prophet Muhammad?

The Story of America, by John A. Garraty.

This Arab oil crisis caused Americans to realize that an extended ban

would threaten the economy and life style of most people, (p. 863)
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Muslim World Monitor

American Muslim

Bosnia News Letter

The Minaret

The Pakistan Link

Muslim Journal

Clinton's insult to Islam.

West's disruptive policies aimed at undermining the revival of Islam

yjcJit (L.A. India Journal)
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(scraps)

t v\Jc*

(continuous improvement)

^'
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